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Pv: Thanks Maxime for yet another perspective on agroforestry. Lot of diversity on the topics, great! 

PV: Alright! Land Tenure! I was really missing this topic this week, altough David Jacke touched upon it 
briefly 

PV: @Maxime: Do you think the model of Terre de Liens compliments agroforestry systems? 

JS: Thanks Maxime! 

YB: Thanks for the presentation Maxime ! 

YB: How is this work related to what you are doing at Ver de terre production ? 

JB: Thanks for the presentation! 

RA: Hello Maxime and all. Kiwai? 

RA: Thanks Maxime! 

RA: Thanks Thomas! I assume it must be some form of 'kiwi' / Actinidia but wasn't sure. 

RA: The image from 'Les Tres Riches Heure du duc de Berry' is used on the cover of Joan Thirsk's book 
'Alternative Agriculture' so how appropriate is that?! 
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780198208136.001.0001/acprof-
97 

RA: This is fascinating. The issue of who owns and manages and controls the land is a crucial one. 

RA: I know a bit about Britain's land ownership, but not elsewhere. Good source for Britain is Guy 
Shrubsole's site about England, and he links to information for elsewhere in Britain. 
https://whoownsengland.org/about/ 

RA: Yes, we want places to be as you say 'socially alive and socially dynamic'! 

RA: Thanks Maxime - very necessary and important work you're doing! 

RA: The legal restrictions remind me of the rules for some allotments in Britain where woody perennial 
plants are not allowed! It is assumed that food crops are all annuals. That is still an assumption by many 
farmers and growers, so that trees and other pere 

RA: I wonder what the equivalent rules, if any, are in Spain and Portugal where there are montado / dehesa 
landscapes with both cork oaks and holm oaks and other trees and shrubs like strawberry tree, with 
pasture and annual crops below? 

RA: Maxime - I'm reluctantly heading to the next session that's already started - but as it's on the 
Mediterranean I wonder whether, going back to my last comment, the rules on land use are the same in 
Corsica as in the rest of France? How are the sweet chest 

ES: Maxime will be avaliable for live Q&A in a breakout session starting now, access via the programme tab 

TR: @Rowan: Kiwai = hardy kiwi 

TR: I agree! 

TR: + timber harvest could only take place along rivers and coastlines because transportation was 
dependant on waterways. Forests were overexploited in these areas + near cities but not elswhere. Market 
manipulation indeed! 

ML: Yes, actinidia arguta 

ML: Tastes better than kiwi I found :) 

 


